ABOUT US
The Company KALUAN s.r.l. has been working in the field specializing in the production of
ceramic decorations and tables decorated with tiles of its production. KALUAN tiles
decorated with their colors and designs are the result of long and painstaking research and
careful study of materials on the track antique decor: Sicilian, Neapolitan, Spanish, Arabic
and Portuguese currently in the major museums of ceramics. Besides its decorations and
decorated the tables KALUAN offers a variety of home accessories made from unique
handmade products, made of various materials: ceramic, laminate work overhanging
objects, painted wood, wrought iron, etc ....
These objects can be easily inserted into a new or existing furniture and can be viewed in
the section of the site " BAZAR KALUAN"
Because a table KALUAN.
The table has always been an object for man aggregating. There is a house without a
table and it is always placed in the most vital of the house. Gather around him: friends,
family and guests. "Sitting around a table" means to discuss and reach an agreement,
"eating at the same table" means to stay together. A nice and solid table so it can facilitate
socialization. KALUAN a table decoration based on the common choice for guests the
personality of the owner giving them a visual sensation, gives life and color to the
choreography of which is a part as well as being extremely useful.
Not to mention affordability KALUAN making PRODUCTS finally purchased so far
considered only for the niche market of high prices, not because they are not appreciated.
The tables decorated KALUAN have a base in wood or wrought iron dismantled, the
dismantling is valuable because despite their size and strength they can easily be
transported (a table comes apart in the elevator). After years of experimentation with
materials to use, glazes, firing cycles, the decorations, the KALUAN produces a range
using precious and refractory clay, decorating tables with wooden or wrought iron
furnishings for gardens, pools, kitchens, lounges, meeting rooms, hallways hotels,
squares, city centers and all the places where the imagination can imagine an elegant
furnishings and solid art.
The production is supervised in every detail, the tables KALUAN tolerate salt, water, ice,
and all weather conditions, including low temperatures. In addition, the impact resistance
of ceramics and the scratching is significant and can be used for any household cleaning
product. The company follows up KALUAN indication of the customer and their project of
any size table, using the available patterns (these patterns are reflected in the CATALOG
DECORATIONS KALUAN this site), creating customized solutions that will make sure your
spaces unique. High quality tables are KALUAN a piece of furniture ideal for home-style
classic, rustic and modern. Their craftsmanship includes a special protective coating that
allows you to use even outdoors in colder climates, with temperatures up to 23 degrees
below zero.

TABLE WITH REMOVABLE BASE (IRON FULL)

KALUAN tables with wrought iron base (solid iron) are particularly suitable for outdoor use,
have excellent resistance to corrosion and tamper with the weather. They are also
resistant to scratches, resistant to stains, acids and freezing, and require no maintenance.
The dismantling of the base despite the majesty of the table for easy transport to the
'possible location in other environments.
WOOD TABLES WITH REMOVABLE BASE

The tables KALUAN born with a wooden base for internal and combination wood-ceramic
harmony that gives them a complete interior make it a warm and welcoming. The
removable base makes it easier to transport and possible transfer to other environments.
Tables for Villas, Garden, Terrace, Kitchen, Hotel, Bar and Restaurants.
Very high quality and beauty, unique and elegant.
Unbeatable in the relationship KALUAN MONEY direct sales via the Internet can bring the
products directly to consumers at wholesale prices jumping an unnecessary chain that
serves only to increase prices.
HOW TO ORDER A PRODUCT KALUAN
• To order one of our table with the decorations ready for delivery by going to the
CONTACT section of the site is sufficient to indicate in your message the number of 'full

post code selected sections on the homepage or wrought iron tables Wooden tables.
• To order tables and decorations not ready for delivery (decorative viewed at KALUAN
CATALOGUE DESIGNS) must be indicated in the request type code table selected by the
section or wrought iron tables TABLES WOODEN chosen by specifying the desired
pattern CATALOG KALUAN DECORATIONS.
• To order an item from the section by section BAZAR KALUAN CONTACT Please include
the full code.
Shipping charges are calculated from time to time, being related to the size and number of
units ordered.
PRICES OF ALL PRODUCTS ARE OFFERED KALUAN VAT AND TRANSPORT
EXCLUDED
Summary site can be viewed the following sections:
1. Wrought iron table: includes tables with wrought iron base with proposed designs
ready for delivery
(Over 25 days)
2. TABLES IN WOOD: Includes tables with wood base with proposed designs ready for
delivery
(Over 25 days)
3. CHAIRS: includes models of chairs or armchairs proposals in conjunction with tables
decorated
4. DECORATIONS FOR TABLES FAST DELIVERY: includes updated periodically
decorations available for the creation of tables ready for delivery
5. CATALOGUE KALUAN DECORATIONS: Includes all decorations KALUAN with which
require one or more tables depending on availability of production or stock designs (over
25 days)
6. CATALOGUE COLLECTION TABLES KALUAN: Includes tables KALUAN made over
time and eventually be played according to the availability of patterns (over 25 days)
7. BAZAR KALUAN: includes regularly updated, various craft KALUAN furnishings made
of various materials: wood, ceramic and other materials to supplement the furniture inside
or outside, or in combination with decorated tables.
8. CONTACT: is the section where you can order a product or submit a custom request in
special measures or other reference.

